Abstract-We've developed a newer method to calculate the repulsive force between current-carrying coil and nearby metal plate. But it feels the final solution formula is complex. There are some unknown coefficients have not measured and an integral in the formula seems difficult to deal with. In the paper, we determinate these coefficients by experimental method firstly, and then propose solutions for some typical metal plate reflectors combining with Matlab procedure. Lastly, we verify the correctness of the factors and cases of classic metal plate reflectors in practice. Therefore we have solved the AC currentcarrying coil of electric-magnetic drive problem completely in the article.
INTRODUCTION
In our former researches, we deduced a kind of method only in theory to calculate the repulsive force problem for AC current-carrying coil and its nearby metal plate system. We can't figure out the final numerical result because of the coefficient is unknown and a complicated integral existing in it seems hard to deal with. So we devote to find out the final solution thoroughly by certain approximating [1] and experimental method [2] within following parts.
II. SIMPLIFICATION FORMULA FORM
The formula [3] we got in our former researches is accurate in calculating force between a coil and induction plate, but still very complicated.
So firstly, we want to further simplify the formula in normal conditions: the distance d between a coil and induction plate is often small, and the supply frequency f is also normally not very large. These lead to a small value of
. So we can simplify calculate total F as follows:
d is the distance from a coil to a induction plate under the coil.
For more closer approach to theoretical value, we set 
III. EXPERIENCE FACTORS AND INTEGRAL CALCULATIONS

A. Experience Factors
Nextly, we've measured its experience factors as follows: 
B. Integral Calculations in Different Cases
There are several classic cases when we calculate the integral listed as follows. 
For the whole surface of a infinitely large plate, 2 / max    , so we have
2) Case 2: Spherical induction surface
Initial condition: the minimum distance between transmitting coil and infinite plate induction is h ; the radius of the sphere is R .
We take an infinitesimal annulus 2 GG with the center axis AO on spherical induction surface (refer with: Figure 2) . Combing the figure, we get these relations:
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So, we can get 
We take the range of
as an infinitesimal area S on the induction surface. Combing Figure 3 , we get these relations as follows:
Combing (13), (14), and (15) products h is the minimum height of the coil, and max h is the maximum height.
/ ( ( h.^2 + (l./cos(beta)).^2 ).^3 .* (cos(beta)).^2 ); % integral expression
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C. Experimental Proof
Lastly, we've verified its validity in practical testing (refer with: Table 1 ). Figure 4 shows our tested model. When we supply the coil with a adjustable AC power, we can get loss weight data as in Table 1 . From the coil parameter and measuring data, we can check out the the experimental result is well according to above formula calculation result (refer with: Equation 17). When we change some different coils and metal plates [4] , it is also verified correct [5] in all of the other cases [6] . 
D. Summary
By far, we've solved the AC current-carrying coil problem completely. Though it is solved and measured coefficients in low-frequency case, that's also considerate satisfied to highfrequency coil [7] in theory. It provides us a newer thinking to
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interpret the electromagnetic wave thrust problem and can help us to understand the hot area of electric-magnetic drive system more deeply.
